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today race refers to a group sharing some outward physical characteristics
and some commonalities of culture and history ethnicity refers to markers
acquired from the group with which one shares cultural traditional and
familial bonds put another way race and ethnicity are social and political
constructs still they carry enormous consequences in the us jiménez and other
scholars say here s how to make sense of them an ethnicity or ethnic group is
a group of people who identify with each other on the basis of perceived
shared attributes that distinguish them from other groups those attributes
can include a common nation of origin or common sets of ancestry traditions
language history society religion or social treatment what is ethnicity
ethnicity is the term used for the culture of people in a given geographic
region or of people who descended from natives of that region it includes
their language nationality heritage religion dress and customs a large group
of people with a shared culture language history set of traditions etc or the
fact of belonging to one of these groups ethnicity is not considered when
reviewing applications our students have many different nationalities
religions and ethnicities see ethnic ethnicity definition an ethnic group a
social group that shares a common and distinctive culture religion language
or the like see examples of ethnicity used in a sentence the united states
government recognizes distinctions between the concept of race and ethnicity
and sorts individuals as white black or african american asian american
indian and alaska the fact of belonging to a particular ethnic group a group
of people that share a cultural tradition many factors are important for
example class gender age and ethnicity the diverse experience of women of
different ethnicities an ethnicity is a social group that shares a common and
distinctive culture religion or language it also refers to a person s ethnic
traits background allegiance or association like race the meaning and use of
the word ethnicity has changed over the last few centuries ethnicity refers
to the identification of a group based on a perceived cultural
distinctiveness that makes the group into a people this distinctiveness is
believed to be expressed in language music values art styles literature
family life religion ritual food in sociology ethnicity is a concept
referring to a shared culture and a way of life this can be reflected in
language religion material culture such as clothing and cuisine and cultural
products such as music and art ethnicity is often a major source of social
cohesion as well as social conflict ethnic group a social group or category
of the population that in a larger society is set apart and bound together by
common ties of race language nationality or culture ethnic diversity is one
form of the social complexity found in most contemporary societies at the
federal level race and ethnicity have been categorized separately the most
recent united states census recognized five racial categories white black
native american alaska native asian and native hawaiian other pacific
islander as well as people who belong to two or more of the racial categories
the 2020 census shows figures 1 2 and 3 the white population remained the
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largest race or ethnicity group in the united states with 204 3 million
people identifying as white alone overall 235 4 million people reported white
alone or in combination with another group unlike race which is based largely
on physical attributes your ethnicity is based on traditions language
nationality or cultural heritage when you think of your ethnicity you look
beyond your physical characteristics to traits that you share with the
culture around you the most prevalent racial or ethnic group for the united
states was the white alone non hispanic population at 57 8 this decreased
from 63 7 in 2010 the hispanic or latino population was the second largest
racial or ethnic group comprising 18 7 of the total population ethnicity is a
cultural classification based on the language traditions and cultural origins
of a group of people it differs from race because race is a biological
classification such as caucasian or asian whereas ethnicity refers to
cultures and traditions of groups of people a large group of people with a
shared culture language history set of traditions etc or the fact of
belonging to one of these groups ethnicity is not considered when reviewing
applications our students have many different nationalities religions and
ethnicities see ethnic notion of ethnic homogeneity in japan after the demise
of the multi ethnic empire of japan in 1945 successive governments had forged
a single japanese identity by advocating monoculturalism and denying the
existence of more than one ethnic group in japan 7
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the difference between race and ethnicity merriam
webster
Apr 26 2024

today race refers to a group sharing some outward physical characteristics
and some commonalities of culture and history ethnicity refers to markers
acquired from the group with which one shares cultural traditional and
familial bonds

the differences between race and ethnicity and why
they re
Mar 25 2024

put another way race and ethnicity are social and political constructs still
they carry enormous consequences in the us jiménez and other scholars say
here s how to make sense of them

ethnicity wikipedia
Feb 24 2024

an ethnicity or ethnic group is a group of people who identify with each
other on the basis of perceived shared attributes that distinguish them from
other groups those attributes can include a common nation of origin or common
sets of ancestry traditions language history society religion or social
treatment

understanding the difference between race and
ethnicity
Jan 23 2024

what is ethnicity ethnicity is the term used for the culture of people in a
given geographic region or of people who descended from natives of that
region it includes their language nationality heritage religion dress and
customs

ethnicity english meaning cambridge dictionary
Dec 22 2023

a large group of people with a shared culture language history set of
traditions etc or the fact of belonging to one of these groups ethnicity is
not considered when reviewing applications our students have many different
nationalities religions and ethnicities see ethnic
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ethnicity definition meaning dictionary com
Nov 21 2023

ethnicity definition an ethnic group a social group that shares a common and
distinctive culture religion language or the like see examples of ethnicity
used in a sentence

race and ethnicity facts and information national
geographic
Oct 20 2023

the united states government recognizes distinctions between the concept of
race and ethnicity and sorts individuals as white black or african american
asian american indian and alaska

ethnicity noun definition pictures pronunciation
and
Sep 19 2023

the fact of belonging to a particular ethnic group a group of people that
share a cultural tradition many factors are important for example class
gender age and ethnicity the diverse experience of women of different
ethnicities

race vs ethnicity understand the complex difference
Aug 18 2023

an ethnicity is a social group that shares a common and distinctive culture
religion or language it also refers to a person s ethnic traits background
allegiance or association like race the meaning and use of the word ethnicity
has changed over the last few centuries

ethnicity social differentiation britannica
Jul 17 2023

ethnicity refers to the identification of a group based on a perceived
cultural distinctiveness that makes the group into a people this
distinctiveness is believed to be expressed in language music values art
styles literature family life religion ritual food

the definition of ethnicity in sociology thoughtco
Jun 16 2023

in sociology ethnicity is a concept referring to a shared culture and a way
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of life this can be reflected in language religion material culture such as
clothing and cuisine and cultural products such as music and art ethnicity is
often a major source of social cohesion as well as social conflict

ethnic group definition characteristics examples
May 15 2023

ethnic group a social group or category of the population that in a larger
society is set apart and bound together by common ties of race language
nationality or culture ethnic diversity is one form of the social complexity
found in most contemporary societies

race and ethnicity in the united states wikipedia
Apr 14 2023

at the federal level race and ethnicity have been categorized separately the
most recent united states census recognized five racial categories white
black native american alaska native asian and native hawaiian other pacific
islander as well as people who belong to two or more of the racial categories

improved race ethnicity measures show u s is more
multiracial
Mar 13 2023

the 2020 census shows figures 1 2 and 3 the white population remained the
largest race or ethnicity group in the united states with 204 3 million
people identifying as white alone overall 235 4 million people reported white
alone or in combination with another group

examples of race and ethnicity yourdictionary
Feb 12 2023

unlike race which is based largely on physical attributes your ethnicity is
based on traditions language nationality or cultural heritage when you think
of your ethnicity you look beyond your physical characteristics to traits
that you share with the culture around you

2020 u s population more racially ethnically
diverse than
Jan 11 2023

the most prevalent racial or ethnic group for the united states was the white
alone non hispanic population at 57 8 this decreased from 63 7 in 2010 the
hispanic or latino population was the second largest racial or ethnic group
comprising 18 7 of the total population
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50 examples of ethnicities a to z list helpful
professor
Dec 10 2022

ethnicity is a cultural classification based on the language traditions and
cultural origins of a group of people it differs from race because race is a
biological classification such as caucasian or asian whereas ethnicity refers
to cultures and traditions of groups of people

ethnicity definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Nov 09 2022

a large group of people with a shared culture language history set of
traditions etc or the fact of belonging to one of these groups ethnicity is
not considered when reviewing applications our students have many different
nationalities religions and ethnicities see ethnic

ethnic groups of japan wikipedia
Oct 08 2022

notion of ethnic homogeneity in japan after the demise of the multi ethnic
empire of japan in 1945 successive governments had forged a single japanese
identity by advocating monoculturalism and denying the existence of more than
one ethnic group in japan 7
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